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Abstract

We introduce curbing, a new nonmonotonic technique of commonsense reasoning

that is based on model minimality but unlike circumscription treats disjunction

inclusively. A �rst-order theory T is transformed to a formula Curb(T ) whose set

of models is de�ned as the smallest collection of models which contains all minimal

models of T and which is closed under formation of minimal upper bounds with

respect to inclusion. We �rst give a rather intuitive de�nition of Curb in third-

order logic and then show how Curb can be equivalently expressed in second-

order logic. We study the complexity of inferencing from a curbed theory in the

propositional case and present a PSPACE algorithm for this problem. Finally, we

address di�erent possibilities to approximate the curb of a theory.



1 Introduction

Circumscription [6, 7, 5] is one of the most promising principles for formaliz-

ing commonsense reasoning. However, as recently pointed out by Raymond

Reiter, it runs into problems in connection with disjunctive information. The

minimality principle of circumscription enforces the exclusive interpretation

of a disjunction a _ b by adopting the models in which either a or b is true

but not both. There are situations in which an inclusive interpretation is de-

sired and seems more natural. Consider the following example due to Reiter.

Suppose you throw a coin into an area which is divided into a black and a

white �eld. Circumscription applied to black field(coin)_white field(coin)

excludes that the coin falls into both �elds and tells you that the coin is ei-

ther in the white or in the black �eld. This is certainly not satisfactory. An

extension of this example is even more impressive. Imagine a handful of coins

thrown onto a chessboard; circumscription tells us that no coin touches both

a black and a white �eld. It is not clear whether any of the well-known vari-

ants of circumscription (cf. [3]) can handle inclusive disjunction of positive

information in a suitable way.

In this paper we suggest an approach to tackle the problem pointed out

by Reiter. We present the new curb method, which is a generalization of

circumscription able to handle inclusive disjunctions of positive information

properly. Our method relies on the new concept of minimal upper bound

models. Intuitively, a minimal upper bound model corresponds to a minimal

model for the inclusive interpretation of disjuncts. Using this concept, we

develop the notion of a \good" model of a �rst-order theory. Although the

concept is more involved than circumscription, we show that \good" models

can be captured like circumscriptive models in second-order logic. Further-

more, inferencing from the good models of a propositional sentence is feasible

in quadratic space; we show that for a reasonable approximation of the good

models this problem is no harder than inference from circumscriptivemodels.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 considers additional

examples and introduces informally the concept of good models. Section 3

provides a formal de�nition and a logical description. Section 4 examines
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aspects of computational complexity, and Section 5 addresses approximation

issues. Section 6 reviews related work and concludes the paper.

2 Good models

Let us consider two additional scenarios in which an inclusive interpretation

of disjunction is desirable. Models are represented by their positive atoms.

T1 = fh _ n; h & n! p g
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Figure 1: The hammer-nail-painting example

Example 1: Suppose there is a man in a room with a painting, which he

hangs on the wall if he has a hammer and a nail. It is known that the man

has a hammer or a nail or both. This scenario is represented by the theory

T1 in Figure 1. The desired models are h, n, and hnp, which are encircled.

Circumscribing T1 by minimizing all variables yields the two minimal models

h and n (see Figure 1). Since p is false in the minimalmodels, circumscription

tells us that the man does not hang the painting up. One might argue that the

variable p should not be minimized but �xed when applying circumscription.

We then obtain the additional models hp and np, which are not very intuitive.

The same holds if p is allowed to vary in minimizing h and n. On the other

hand, the model hnp seems plausible. This model in a sense corresponds to

the inclusive interpretation of the disjunction h _ n. 2

Example 2: Suppose you have invited some friends to a party. You know

for certain that one of Alice, Bob, and Chris will come, but you don't know
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whether Doug will come. You know in addition the following habits of your

friends. If Alice and Bob go to a party, then Chris or Doug will also come;

if Bob and Chris go, then Alice or Doug will go. Furthermore, if Alice and

Chris go, then Bob will also go. This is represented by theory T2 in Figure 2.

Now what can you say about who will come to the party? Look at the models

T2 = f a _ b _ c;

a & b! c _ d;

b & c! a _ d;
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Figure 2: The party example

of T2 in Figure 2. Circumscription yields the minimal models a, b, and c,

which interpret the clause a_b_c exclusively in the sense that it is minimally

satis�ed. However, there are other plausible models. For example, abc. This

model embodies an inclusive interpretation of a and b within a _ b _ c; it is

also minimal in this respect. abd is another model of this property. Similarly,

bcd is a minimal model for an inclusive interpretation of b and c. The models

ad, bd, and cd are not plausible, however, since a scenario in which Doug and

only one of Alice, Bob or Chris are present does not seem well-supported. 2

In the light of these examples, the question arises how circumscription

can be extended to work satisfactory. An important insight is that such

an extension must take disjunctions of positive events seriously and allow

inclusive (hence nonminimal) models, even if such models contain positive

information that is not contained in any minimal model. On the other hand,

the fruitful principle of minimality should not be abandoned by adopting

models that are intuitively not concise. Our idea is the synthesis of both:

adopt the minimal inclusive models. That is, adopt for minimal models

M1;M2 any modelM which includes both M1 and M2 and is a minimal such
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model; in other words, M is a minimal upper bound (mub) for M1 and M2.

To illustrate, in Example 1 hnp is a mub for h and n (notice that hn is not

a model), and in Example 2 abc is a mub for a and c; abd is another one, so

several mub's can exist. In order to capture general inclusive interpretations,

mub's of arbitrary collectionsM1;M2;M3; : : : of minimalmodels are adopted.

It appears that in general not all \good" models are obtainable as mub's

of collections of minimal models. The good model abcd in Example 2 shows

this. It is, however, a mub of the good models a and bcd (as well as of abc and

abd). This suggests that not only mub's of collections of minimal models,

but mub's of any collection of good models should also be good models.

Our approach to extend circumscription for inclusive interpretation of dis-

junctions is thus the following: adopt as good models the least set of models

which contains all circumscriptive (i.e. minimal) models and which is closed

under including mub's.

Notice that this approach yields in Examples 1 and 2 the sets of intuitively

good models, which are encircled in Figs. 1 and 2.

3 Capturing good models formally

We give in this section a formal semantical de�nition of good models of a

�rst-order sentence, and we provide a logical sentence which describes the

good models. We assume ZFC, i.e. Zermelo-Fraenkel Set Theory with the

Axiom of Choice, as a standard metamathematical frame [10].

As for circumscription, we need a language of higher-order logic (cf. [11])

over a set of predicate and function symbols, i.e. variables and constants of

�nite arity n � 0 of suitable type. 0-ary function symbols are identi�ed with

symbols for individuals and have order 0; 0-ary predicate symbols are identi-

�ed with propositional symbols and have order 1. Predicates and functions of

order m and arity n range over an n-tuple of predicates and functions of order

< m, of which at least one must have order m� 1. m = 1 yields the familiar

�rst-order predicates and functions. We use set notation for predicate mem-

bership and inclusion. q 2 p means that p(q) is true, p � q that p implies q,
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and p � q that p strictly implies q. (9p�q)(: : :) denotes 9p(p�q & : : :) where

� is 2;�, or �; similarly (8p�q)(: : :) denotes 8p(p�q! : : :). A sentence is a

formula in which no variable occurs free; it is of order n + 1 if the order of

any quanti�ed symbol occurring in it is � n [11].

A structure M consists of a nonempty set jM j and an assignment I(M)

of predicates, i.e. relations (resp. functions), of suitable type over jM j to the

predicate (resp. function) constants. The object assigned to constant C, i.e.

the extension of C in M , is denoted by [[C ]]M or simply C if this is clear

from the context. Equality is interpreted as identity. A model for a sentence

' is any structure M such that ' is true in M (in symbols, M j= ').

Let p = p1; : : : ; pn be a list of �rst-order predicate constants and z =

z1; : : : ; zm a list of �rst-order predicate or function constants disjoint with p.

For any structure M , letMM
p;z be the structures M

0 such that jM j = jM 0j,

and [[C ]]M = [[C ]]M 0 for every constant C not occurring in p or z. The pre-

order �M
p;z on MM

p;z is de�ned by M1 �Mp;z M2 i� [[pi ]]M1
� [[pi ]]M2

for all

1 � i � n. The pre-order �p;z is the union of all �M
p;z over all structures. We

writeMM
p

etc. if z is empty; �M
p
and �p are partial orders onMM

p resp. all

structures.

The circumscription of p in a �rst-order sentence '(p; z) with z oating is

the second-order sentence [5]

'(p; z) & :9p0; z0('(p0; z0) & (p0 � p))

which will be denoted by Circ('(p; z)) (p and z will be always presupposed).

Here p0, z0 are lists of predicate and function variables matching p and z and

p � p0 stands for (p0 � p) & (p0 6= p), where (p0 � p) is the conjunction of

all (p0i � pi), 1 � i � n. Lifschitz noted the following.

Proposition 3.1 [5] M j= Circ('(p; z)) i� M is �p;z-minimal among the

models of '(p; z).

3.1 formal de�nition and logical description

We formally de�ne the concept of a \good" model as follows. First de�ne

the property that a set of models is closed under minimal upper bounds.
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De�nition 3.1 Let '(p; z) be a �rst-order sentence. A set M of mod-

els of '(p; z) is �p;z-closed i� for every M0 � M and any model M of

'(p; z), whenever M is �p;z-minimal among the models of '(p; z) which

satisfy M 0 �p;z M for all M 0 2 M0, then M 2 M.

Clearly the set of all models is closed. Further, every closed set must contain

all �p;z-minimal models of '(p; z) (chooseM = ;); the empty set is closed

i� '(p; z) has no minimal model. We de�ne goodness as follows.

De�nition 3.2 A model M of '(p; z) is p; z-good i� M belongs to the least

p; z-closed set of models of '(p; z).

Notice that good models only exist if a unique smallest closed set exists. The

latter is immediately evident from the following characterization of goodness.

Proposition 3.2 A model M of '(p; z) is p; z-good i� M belongs to the

intersection of all p; z-closed sets.

In the rest of this section we show how to capture goodness by a logical

sentence Curb('(p; z);p; z) whose models are precisely the good models of

'(p; z). Similar to circumscription, p are the minimized predicates (here un-

der the inclusive interpretation of disjunction), z are the oating predicates,

and all other predicates are �xed.

For ease of demonstration, we restrict ourselves here to the simplest case

where p contains a single unary predicate p (hence the domain D of p is

jM j1 = jM j) and z is empty. A generalization to arbitrary p and z is

straightforward.

We consider in the following an arbitrary but �xed assignment to all con-

stant symbols except p, i.e. we consider structures in some �xedMM
p . We

assume that p1; q1; r1; : : : range over the extensions [[p]]M 0 in the models M 0

of '(p) fromMM
p , and that p2; q2; r2; : : : range over the families of such ex-

tensions. Technically, this can be asserted by adding '(p1), '(q1) etc. and

8q 2 p2('(q)), 8q 2 q2('(q)) etc. in suitable places.
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We now express a mub of the family p2 as a formal expression Mub, which

says that q1 is a minimal upper bound of p2.

Mub(p2; q1) =df (8r
1 2 p2)(r1 � q1) & 8s1(s1 � q1! (9t1 2 p2)(t1 6� s1)):

The formula Cl(p2) says that p2 is closed under minimal upper bounds.

Cl (p2) =df 8r
28q1 (r2 � p2 & Mub(r2; q1) ! q1 2 p2):

Remark. M j= Cl(p2) & Circ('(p1)) implies p1 2 p2 as Mub(;; p1) holds. 2

Using Cl (p2), we de�ne a formula Good(p2) as the smallest p; z-closed set,

which intuitively captures the good models of '(p) fromMM
p .

Good(p2) =df Cl(p
2) & 8r2(Cl (r2)! p2 � r2):

Good(p2) is true withinMM
p for a unique p2.

Lemma 3.3 For every M , M j= 8p2 8q2(Good(p2) & Good(q2)! p2 = q2).

Proof. Assume this is false for some M , i.e. M j= Good(p2) & Good(q2)

for some p2; q2 such that p2 6= q2. Let r2 = p2 \ q2. Clearly M j= Cl(r2).

Since r2 � p2 or r2 � q2, it holds that M j= Cl (r2) & :(p2 � r2), say. This

impliesM 6j= Good(p2). The result follows from contraposition. 2

Using Good(p2), we de�ne the curb of '(p) as the sentence Curb('(p); p):

Curb('(p); p) =df '(p) & 9p
2(Good(p2) & p 2 p2):

Theorem 3.4 A model M of '(p) is p-good i� M j= Curb('(p); p).

It should be clear how Curb('(p); p) can be generalized to Curb('(p; z);p; z)

for arbitrary p and z.

3.2 second-order de�nition of Curb('(p; z);p; z)

Notice that Curb('(p); p) is a third-order sentence (due to 9p2(� � �) and

8r2(� � �) within Good(p2)), while Circ('(p)) is second-order. We present
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in this section an equivalent de�nition in terms of a second-order sentence

Curb�('(p); p) which characterizes the good models of '(p). A second-order

sentence Curb�('(p; z);p; z) for arbitrary p and z is obtained analogously.

The rationale of what we are going to do in this section is as follows. We

�rst de�ne the metalinguistic notion of �-goodness for all ordinal numbers

�. Roughly speaking, a model of T is �-good if it can be obtained from the

minimal models by iteratively adding � times all minimal upper bounds. The

notion of �-goodness of a model can be expressed in a two-sorted second-order

logic whose one sort are the ordinal numbers. We show that in each structure,

it is su�cient to consider only those ordinals � for which it holds that k�k �

kDk, where D is the domain of p. But precisely these ordinals are isomorphic

to well-orderings of parts of D and are thus expressible in second-order logic.

Our last step thus consists in converting the two-sorted de�nition of goodness

into plain second-order logic (with no specially interpreted predicates) by

replacing ordinals with well-orderings.

De�nition 3.3 good(p1)$df 9�:�-good(p1), where

0-good(p1) $df Circ('(p1)); and for � > 0,

�-good(p1) $df 9q
2 (Mub(q2; p1) & (8r1 2 q2)(9� < �): �-good(r1)):

strictly-�-good(p1) $df � = inff� : p1 is �-goodg; for every �.

We show that this notion of goodness is equivalent to the one captured by

Curb('(p); p).

Lemma 3.5 A model M of '(p) is p-good i� good([[p]]M ) holds true.

Proof. (Sketch) Let q2 = fp1 : good(p1)g. (i) We show that M j=

Cl(r2) implies q2 � r2. Prove by induction on �, that for every r2 such

that M j= Cl(r2), r2 contains every �-good r1. (ii) We show that M j=

Cl(q2). Suppose r2 � q2 and M j= Mub(r2; q1). De�ne � = supf� : r1 2

r2; r1 is strictly-�-goodg. It follows that q1 is (� + 1)-good, hence q1 2 q2.

(i) and (ii) imply M j= Good(q2). The result follows from Lemma 3.3 and

Theorem 3.4. 2
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An important observation is that goodness of any p1 is equivalent to �-

goodness for an � which depends on the domain D of p.

Lemma 3.6 For every domain D there exists an ordinal �D such that good(p1)

$ �D-good(p1) for every p1. Moreover, k�Dk � kDk.

Proof. (Sketch) Show by induction on �, that whenever p1 is strictly-�-good,

then kp1k � k�k. The lemma follows. 2

Now consider the extension of second-order logic where it is allowed to

use ordinals of cardinality � kDk. Formally, one can think about a two-

sorted structure. Greek letters range over the sort of ordinals. We de�ne

recursively a second-order predicate constant G(�; p1), which captures �-

goodness within the logical language.

G(�; p1)$df (8q
1 � p1) (9� < �)9r1(G(�; r1) & :(r1 � q1) & (r1 � p1)):

In particular, G(0; p1) $ Circ('(p1)). If G(�; r1) is equivalent to �-

goodness of r1 for � < �, then G(�; p1) says that there is no q1 � p1 such

that every (< �)-good subset r1 of p1 is also a subset of q1.

Lemma 3.7 G(�; p1) is true i� p1 is �-good.

Proof. By induction on �. The case � = 0 is trivial. Suppose � > 0.

\ ": Suppose p1 is �-good. By de�nition of �-goodness, there is a collec-

tion q2 that witnesses this fact. In particular, Mub(q2; p1) holds. Suppose

that q1 satis�es q1 � p1. By the de�nition of Mub(q2; p1), p1 is a minimal

extension of p such that r1 � p1 for every r1 2 q2. Hence there exists r1 2 q2

such that r1 6� q1. Since r1 2 q2, r1 is �-good for some � < �. By the

hypothesis, G(�; r1) is true. Consequently, G(�; p1) is true.

\!": Suppose G(�; p1) is true. Take q2 = fr1 : r1 � p1, r1 is �-good for

some � < �g. Check that Mub(q2; p1) holds true. By contradiction suppose

Mub(q2; p1) fails. Clearly p1 is an upper bound of q2. Consequently, p1 is

not a minimal upper bound. Hence there exists q1 such that q1 � p1 and for

every r1 2 q2, r1 � q1. By the hypothesis, for every such r1 there exists a

� < � such that G(�; r1) is true. Thus q1 contradicts G(�; p1). It follows

from the de�nition of �-goodness that p1 is �-good. 2
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Corollary 3.8 p1 is good i� there exists an ordinal � such that k�k � kDk

and G(�; p1) is true.

Ordinals of cardinality � kDk can be expressed as well-orderings of a part

of D within second-order logic, however. A well-ordering R on a set S is a

total ordering which is well-founded, i.e. R satis�es (8X � S)X 6= ; ! 9x 2

S 8y 2 S:R(x; y). The following proposition is well-known.

Proposition 3.9 Let S be a set. For every ordinal � such that k�k � kSk

there is a well-ordering R(x; y) of a subset E � S which is isomorphic to �,

i.e. (E;R) �= (f� : � < �g;�).

Now let WO(R) be a formula which states that R is a well-ordering of

a part of the domain, and let IS (R1; R2) be a formula which says that the

well-ordering R2 is a strict initial segment of the well-ordering R1, hence

�(R2) < �(R1) where �(R) is the ordinal represented by R. Formulating

WO and IS in second-order logic is easy. Using WO and IS, the predicate

constant G2, which is informally equivalent to G, is de�ned as follows.

G2(R; q) $df WO(R) & '(q) & (8q1 � q)9R1 9r
1 (G2(R1; r

1) &

IS (R;R1) & :(r
1 � q1) & (r1 � p1)):

Now Curb�('(p); p) is de�ned by Curb�('(p); p) =df 9R:G2(R; p):

Theorem 3.10 M j= Curb�('(p); p) i� M is a p-good model of '(p).

Proof. M is a good model of '(p)$ good([[p]]
M
) holds true$ there exists

an � such that k�k � kDk and G(�; p) holds $ there exists a well-ordering

R of E � D, where D is the domain of p, such that G(�(R); p) is true $

there exists an R such that G2(R; p) is true $ Curb�('(p); p) is true. 2

Remark: Curb�('(p); p) involves a second-order constant G2; it can be elim-

inated by a more involved construction, at least over all in�nite structures.
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4 Computational Complexity

An important aspect of any reasoning method is, of course, its computa-

tional complexity (cf. [4] for basic concepts and de�nitions). It is clear that

our method is in the full �rst-order case highly undecidable, just as any of

the well-known methods in nonmonotonic reasoning. We give here a more

detailed account of the propositional case. Notice that in this case, a struc-

ture M is a truth-value assignment to the propositional variables and p and

z are sets of propositional variables. In particular, we consider the inference

problem.

Inference: Propositional formulas F , G and disjoint sets P , Z of proposi-

tional variables from F or G. Does Curb(F (P;Z);P;Z) j= G ?

Clearly, this problem is coNP-hard and thus intractable. It may seem at

�rst glance that the problem needs exponential space, in particular since

checking whether a truth-value assignment is a good model seems di�cult.

The straightforward algorithm, trying to generate this model starting from

the minimal models by iteratively including minimal upper bounds, is clearly

exponential in both time and space. However, the algorithm GOOD in

Table 1 below shows that model checking is feasible in polynomial space. The

correctness of GOOD follows from Theorem 5.2 of the next section, which

implies that we can limit ourselves to consider minimal upper bounds of pairs

of models. GOOD can be straightforwardly implemented such that its body

uses only space linear in the input size. Furthermore, it is easily shown by

induction that the recursive depth is bounded by jP j. Consequently, the

algorithm runs in quadratic space.

Theorem 4.1 Problem \Inference" is feasible in quadratic space.

Proof. Curb(F (P;Z);P;Z) 6j= G i� there exists a P ;Z-good model M of

F such that M 6j= G. Cycling through all truth assignments to �nd such an

M using GOOD is clearly possible in quadratic space; hence the result. 2
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ALGORITHM GOOD(M;F; P; Z) : boolean;

input: truth-value assignment M , propositional formula F ,

sets P; Z of propositional variables, P \ Z = ;.

output: \true" i� M is a P ;Z-good model of F .

if (M 6j= F ) then return false;

minimal := true;

for each M1 <P ;Z M do if (M1 j= F ) then minimal := false;

if minimal then return true;

for each M1;M2 <P ;Z M such that M1 6�P ;Z M2, M2 6�P ;Z M1 do

if GOOD(M1; F; P; Z) then if GOOD(M2; F; P; Z) then

begin mub := true;

for each M3 such that M1;M2 <P ;Z M3 <P ;Z M do

if GOOD(M3; F; P; Z) then mub := false;

if mub then return true;

end;

return false;

Table 1: Algorithm for checking the good model property

5 Approximation

In this section we briey address possibilities to approximate the full set

of good models by a subset. A suitable approximation may even be more

intuitive than the full set of good models. The assumption that a \good"

set of models accepted by an agent is closed under minimal upper bounds

is, of course, an idealization. Which inclusive models the agent accepts will

depend on the particular situation; �nding a general rationale for this is

cleary di�cult. We consider here the two possibilities of building inclusive

models within bounded depth and from a bounded number of disjuncts.

Bounded Depth

The �rst approximation is to limit iterated inclusion of minimal upper

bounds. Informally, we choose only the models that are �-good for some
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� such that k�k � k�k, where the ordinal � is a limit on the depth in

building minimal upper bounds. The results of Section 3.2 make it clear that

the good models within limit depth � can be captured by a second-order

sentence Curb�('(p; z);p; z) as long as � is second-order expressible. Notice

that circumscription appears as the case � = 0, i.e. Curb0('(p; z);p; z) is

equivalent to Circ('(p; z)).

Concerning computational complexity, the inference problem is in the propo-

sitional case for �nite constant � as easy (and as hard) as circumscription.

Theorem 5.1 Problem \Inference" under limit depth �, i.e. deciding whether

Curb�(F (P;Z);P;Z) j= G, for � a �nite constant is �P
2 -complete.

Proof. We sketch a proof of membership in �P
2 . Curb

�(F (P;Z);P;Z) 6j= G

i� there is a �-good model M of F such that M 6j= G. Guess M and � jP j

witnesses M1; : : : ;Mm for M (i.e., good models such that M is a minimal

upper bound), and for each Mi witnesses etc. to a recursive depth � �. The

guess consists of � jP j� truth-value assignments, and is thus polynomial in

the input size. Checking whetherM is a minimal upper bound ofM1; : : : ;Mm

etc. is possible in polynomial time with an NP oracle. Consequently, deciding

if Curb�(F (P;Z);P;Z) 6j= G is in NPNP = �P
2 , which implies that \Inference"

is in �P
2 . �

P
2 -hardness for � = 0 (i.e. circumscription) was shown in [2]. The

construction used in the proof can be easily generalized to arbitrary �nite

constant �. 2

Bounded Disjunctions

Another attempt is to limit the cardinality of model sets from which min-

imal upper bounds are formed. Intuitively, this corresponds to limiting the

number of inclusively interpreted disjuncts from a disjunction by a cardinal

�. The concept of closed� set is de�ned by adding in the de�nition of closed

set the condition \kM0k � �"; goodness� is the relative notion of goodness.

Clearly, goodness0 and goodness1 are equivalent to circumscription. For

� > 1, we obtain over �nite structures (i.e. jM j is �nite) the following result.

Theorem 5.2 Over �nite structures, for every � � 2 a model of '(p; z) is

p; z-good� i� it is p; z-good.
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Proof. We show this for p = p, p unary, and empty z under above notational

conventions; the proof is easily generalized. Show by induction on kp1k that

every �-good p1 is �-good2. The case kp
1k = 0 is trivial. For kp1k > 0, let

q2 = fq1 : q1 � p1; good(q1)g. Mub(q2; p1) holds. If q2 = ;, the statement

trivially holds. In the other case, let r1 2 q2 be maximal with respect to �.

As jM j is �nite, such an r1 exists. Let s1 2 q2 such that s1 6� r1. Such an s1

must exist. ThenMub(fr1; s1g; p1) holds, and by the induction hypothesis r1

and s1 are good2; hence, p
1 is good2 and the statement holds. Clearly, every

p1 which is good� is good. Hence the result follows. 2

Theorem 5.2, which fails for arbitrary structures, implies a dichotomous

result on the expressivity of �-bounded disjuncts: Either we get only the

minimal models or all models obtainable by unbounded disjuncts. Limit-

ing simultaneously the number of disjuncts and and the depth in building

minimal upper bounds can be used to cut down the set of good models.

6 Related work and conclusion

Inclusive interpretation of disjunctive models has been investigated in logic

programming [8, 9, 1]. The Disjunctive Database Rule (DDR) [8] has been

proposed to allow cautious derivation of negative literals from a disjunctive

database. If the clause a1 _ � � � _ an is in the database, then a1; : : : ; an are

considered possible, and if b1 & � � � & bm ! a1 _ � � � _ an is in the database

and b1; : : : ; bm are possible, then a1; : : : ; an are possible. The DDR adds all

literals :a to the database such that atom a is not possible. It is easy to see

that in Examples 1 and 2 all atoms are possible, and hence application of

the DDR adds nothing to the theories; all unintuitive models are admitted.

Moreover, the DDR depends on syntactical representation [1]. Thus, the

DDR is basically di�erent from our method.

The DDR has been re�ned to deal properly with negative clauses :(a1 &

� � � & an) in [9, 1], which present the equivalent concepts \Possible Models

Semantics" (PMS) and \Possible Worlds Semantics" (PWS). They work as

the DDR if no negative clauses are present. Thus from Examples 1 and 2 it
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follows that PMS and PWS are basically di�erent from our method.

In this paper we presented a new approach to nonmonotonic common-

sense reasoning that seems to be more appropriate than circumscription in

many cases, namely, when disjunction of positive information is naturally

interpreted in an inclusive fashion. Our method of curbing theories di�ers

signi�cantly from all previous approaches to treat disjunction inclusively. In

particular, it is syntax independent and yields the more intuitive models.

We have shown that Curb is second-order de�nable and have derived some

relevant complexity results. We also have fostered two possible ways of ap-

proximating the curb of a theory.

We believe that this new approach deserves further investigations. On the

one hand, it is tempting to �nd new and better algorithms for inferencing

under curb or its approximations. On the other hand, the inclusive inter-

pretation of disjunction is not always desired. Sometimes it seems that a

hybrid approach which interprets certain predicates (or certain connectives)

inclusively and others exclusively is more appropriate. This requires further

investigations at a more conceptual level. Our ongoing research deals with

all these topics.
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